ATTENTION TO ALL FOUNDATION AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS - MUET Examination (Middle of Year 2011)

Re: Registration Slip for MUET Examination (Middle of Year 2011)

Please be informed that the checking of MUET Registration status and Registration Slip for MUET Examination is available through online effective from **24 March 2011** via [www.mpm.edu.my](http://www.mpm.edu.my). The date of Speaking Test for each candidate can be also viewed online.

In relation to this, students are required to key in I/C Number and print out The Registration Slip on clean white A4 size paper only. Failure to do this, you are not allowed to take the MUET exam. Kindly refer to Majlis Peperiksaan Malaysia if your name is not appear when you do the MUET Registration status checking.

Thank you.

Division of Examinations, Awards and Scholarships